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中国における農業補助金政策がコメ市場価格に及ぼす影響に関する分析
-共和分分析に基づいて一
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大規模な農業補助が農業生産コストの増やす

ことを刺激する，さらに農製品の市場価格を推

進でいる.本論文では，時系列データを用い，

共和分分析方法による中国の農業補助金政策が

中国コメ市場価格に及ぼす影響を分析した.そ

の結果としては，近年間実施している農業補助

1. Introduction 

Since China's development entered a new phase， large 

scale fund supports are available for agricultural 

development. Facing the decreasing food production 

situation， a series of agricultural subsidies have been paid 

to farmers under the guideline of“offering more， taking 
less and loosening control" since 2003， aiming to mobilize 
farmers' enthusiasm for agricultural production， thus 
enabling grain production to rebound. These subsidies 

inc1ude the direct grain subsidies which provide direct 

paym巴ntsto farmers who plant specific grains， the fine 

seeds subsidies which provide direct payments to farmers 

to use fine seeds in grain production， the comprehensive 

subsidies provided to grain farmers for their extra 

payments for the purchase of diesel， fertilizer and other 

goods for use in grain production due to the increasing 
prices of those input factors， and the farm machinery 

subsidies which aim to raise the level of mechanization in 

agriculture. The grain subsidy， seed subsidy and 
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金は増加させると，コメ価格は上昇することに

なると指摘できる.さらに，推測結果から農業

補助金によるコメ価格への影響は大きくないこ

とであると分かった. また，長期的見れば，農

業補助金が 10%の増加により，コメ価格は 0.41%

の上昇をもたらすことが計測で、きた.

comprehensive subsidy are provided as income subsidi巴S

in terms of farmers' grain planted areas， while the 

machinery subsidy is a price subsidy. Since those 

subsidies were implemented， the effects of subsidy 

policies have attracted much attention from academic 
researchers and policy makers and the impacts of 

subsidies on agricultural development in the country have 

been extensively investigated. For example， Wang and 
Xiao (2006) have employed the Positive Mathematical 

Programming (PMP) Model to study the effects of 

agricultural subsidies on grain production and agricultural 

income based on investigated data of 5 counties in China， 
and their conc1usion is the impact on grain production is 

not so large but farmers' income has been increased with 

the implementation of subsidy policy; Mu and Koike 

(2009) simulated the impacts of agricultural subsidy 

policy on outputs of agricultural sector and non 

agricultural sectors employing the SCGE model， and their 

results suggest that agricultural subsidies promote th巴
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outputs of both agricu1tura1 and non-agricu1tura1 sectors， subsidies for grain planting will mobi1ize farmers' 

but the income 1evels didn't change so much after the enthusiasm for grain production， and expand production 

implementation of subsidy po1icies; Huang et al (2010) sca1e， especially the area p1anted， and expanded production 

simu1ated the impacts of agricultura1 subsidies on Chinese sca1e requires more basic inputs; third1y， subsidies as a 

food security based on the China agricu1tura1 CGE mode1， transfer payment will increase farmers' income， and with 

and resu1ts show that agricu1tura1 subsidies p1ay an the subsidies increasing， farmers， especially the poor 

important ro1e in ensuring the country's food security， and ones， wil1 have more money to buy basic goods for their 

promote the increase in investments， GDP and exports. grain production， hence subsidies can stimu1ate input 
However， previous studies mainly focus on the impacts on demand via the income effect of subsidy po1icies. 

agricultural outputs and farmers' income 1eve1s， and few The big increases in input factor demand have caused 

studies have examined the impu1se of agricu1tura1 subsi - factor prices to go up. Tab1e 3 reports the changes in factor 

dies to grain prices. Li (2011) just points out agricu1tural prices and rice price. From 2000 to 2002 the oil price 

subsidies as an important factor driving agricultural didn't show big changes， whi1e fertilizer price was in a 

commodity pric巴s to increase without convincing 

evidence. In this study we attempt to exp10re the impact of 

subsidies on rice price using cointegration techniques and 

error correction model. 

2. Agricu1tura1 subsidies， production costs and rice 

pnces 

The scale of agricu1tura1 subsidies exhibits substantial 

growth since 2003 (Tab1e 1). These subsidies may 

promote agricu1tura1 production and the increas巴ingrain 

production might reduce grain prices in the market. But 

since 2004， In order to protect farmers from the price 

variety and boost grain production， Chinese government 

has emp10yed grain minimum purchasing price po1icy to 

support the grain prices. As il1ustrated in Figure 1， with 

incentive of subsidies， the supp1y curve will shift from 5 to 

51' but due to the price support po1icy， th巴riceprice wil1 

still stand above the minimum purchasing price P 0' cannot 

decrease to P
l
. In addition， increase in production due to 

subsidies is too small to reduce rice prices significantly. 

Consequently， the negative inf1uence of subsidies on grain 

prices may not be expected under the imp1ementation of 

price support po1icy in recent years in China. 

We find that agricu1tura1 subsidies greatly promote the 

demand of production input factors to increase. After the 

implementation of subsidy po1icies， the average use 

increased 19.9%，17.6% and 22.8% for pesticide， ferti1izer， 

and dies巴1，respectively， indicating significant growth in 

demand for input factors after the imp1ementation of 

subsidy po1icies (Tab1e 2). 

The subsidies stimu1ate input demand in 3 ways: firstly， 

providing subsidies for the purchase of goods used in grain 

production， such as seeds， ferti1izers and oi1s， directly 

enhances the demand of input factors; second1y， providing 

Table 1. Changes in agricultural subsidy scales 
in China 

Total Subsidies Average Subsidies 
(bi1lion yuan) (yuan!ha) 

Year 

Nominal 
Real 

Nominal 
Real 

(90= 100) (90=100) 

2003 0.3 0.2 3.9 1.9 

2004 14.5 6.9 182.7 86.8 

2005 17.4 8.1 212.5 99.1 

2006 31.0 14.2 365.0 167.7 

2007 51.4 22.5 599.2 262.7 

2008 103.0 42.7 1194.2 494.4 

2009 127.5 53.1 1442.3 601.4 

2010 134.5 54.3 1496.9 604.3 

Source: China Agricultural Development R巴port2004-2011; 
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Authors' calculation. 
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Fig. 1. Rice price under the implementation of 
minimum purchasing price policy 
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dec1ining tendency. But sinc巴 2003big increases hav巴

been witnessed in prices of fertilizer and oil which are two 

most important factors in grain production and occupy the 

biggest share in th巴totalproduction costs. From 2003 to 

2010， the prices of fertilizer and oil had increased by 

approximately 20% and 699も， respectively. The prices of 

pesticide and machinery remain stable even after the 

subsidy policies because of their small shares in total 

grain production costs. Note that except for the increasing 

factor demand caused by agricultural subsidies， 

agricultural input sellers' speculation is also a reason 

causing increasing factor prices， as farmers are provided 

with subsidies， speculators may take advantage of this 
occasion to force up the prices of agricultural production 

materials artificially (Li and Tan et al， 2006). 

Farmers are competitors in production factor markets. 

As rational deciders， they will arrange their production in 

terms of profit maximization criterion of MPxP= W; 

where MP is marginal product， P indicates product price， 

and W is input factor price， if we divide both sides of this 

Table 2. Changes in average annual usage of 
pesticide， fertilizer and diesel in 
agricultural production (million tons) 

Factor 
Average Average Change 
(97一日3) (03-09) (%) 

Pesticide 1.3 1.5 19.9 

F巴rtilizer 41.9 49.3 17.6 

Diesel 13.0 16.0 22.8 

Source: China Agricu1tural Deve10pment Report 2010， China 
Statistica1 Ye訂book2011. 

equation by MP， we obtain the expression of price P=防ヴ

MP. As ear1ier ana1yzed， agricultural subsidies 1ead to an 
increase in the input factor price (W)， whi1e the margina1 

product (MP) always dec1ines， thus when input factor 
price (W) increases， farmers have to increase product 
price (P) so as to achieve profit maximization. As a resu1t， 

with the input prices increase， the product price a1so wil1 
increase. In 2003 rice price had started to increase in 

response to the increasing factor prices， from 

51.39 yuan/50 kg in 2002 to 60.06 yuanノ50kg in 2003， up 
16.9%. In 2004 with the rice minimum purchasing price 

po1icyimp1emented， thepriceincreased to 79.82 yuan/50 kg， 

32.9% higher than that in 2003. After 2004 under the 

mixed inf1uences of subsidies po1icy and minimum price 

po1icy， rice price has maintained continuous growth at an 

annual rate of 6.7% (Tab1e 3). 

From the analysis above， we know agricultura1 subsidies 

activate input factor prices， and the increasing factor 

prices cause increase in rice price. Brief1y， agricultura1 
subsidies trigger the rice price to go up via inf1uencing 

rice production costs. In previous section， we theoretically 

analyze the re1ationship between agricultural subsidies 

and rice prices in recent year in China. In the next section， 
we will巴valuatethe impact of subsidies on rice price 

empirically. 

3. Empirical Analysis 

We employ cointegration techniques to examine the 

relationship between rice price and agricultura1 subsidies. 

As ana1ysis above， this study involves three variables (rice 

price， subsidy and production costs). LNP indicates rice 

Table 3岡 Changesin factor prices and rice prices 

Year 
Machinery Pesticide Ferti1izer Oi1 Prod.Costs Rice 
(Index) (Index) (Index) (Index) ぞ￥βOkg) ぞ￥βokg) 

2000 125.6 97.9 139.2 170.7 40.3 51.7 
2001 122.0 95.1 136.3 170.7 39.3 53.7 
2002 118.2 93.2 139.6 168.8 40.8 51.4 
2003 116.4 93.1 141.8 181.9 42.1 60.1 
2004 119.0 95.9 159.9 197.3 42.9 79.8 
2005 121.7 99.9 180.3 219.1 48.3 77.7 
2006 123.6 101.5 180.5 248.5 49.4 80.6 
2007 125.6 102.9 186.6 261.7 51.1 85.2 
2008 137.0 111.0 245.8 296.0 58.7 95.1 
2009 138.1 111.2 230.4 279.3 59.5 99.1 
2010 140.1 111.7 227.0 308.0 68.5 118.0 

Source: China Statistica1 Yearbook 2004-2011; China Agricu1tural Deve10pment Report 2004-2011. 
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Table 4. Unit root testing for LNP， LNC and LNS Table 5. Unit root testing for residual 

Variable 
Type ADF 5% Critical 

Result 
(CTK) Statistic Value 

LNP (0，0，0) 1.79 2.01 Nonstat. 

LNC (C， T， 0) -2.51 -4.45 Nonstat. 

LNS (C，O， 1) -l.99 -3.52 Nonstat. 

dLNP (C， T， 0) -7.34 4.77 Stat 

dLNC (C，O， 0) -3.75 3.52 Stat. 

dLNS (C， T， 0) -15.27 -4.77 Stat. 

Note: d. indicates fist order difference. C， T and K indicate 
intercept， trend and lag length， respectively. 

producer price， LNS represents agricultural subsidies， 

and LNC stands for rice production costs， and all of which 

are in natural logarithm form. The subsidies data come 

from China Agricultural Development Report， the annual 

rice prices and rice production costs data were obtained 

from the China Yearbook of Cost and Return of Agricultural 

Commodities. All the data were def!ated by consumer 

price index with 1990 as a base year and the study period 

is from 2003 to 2010. 

As a first step for cointegrating analysis， we compute 

Augmented Dickey-Fuller unit root test statistics for each 

series， according to the test results， the ADF values of 

LNP， LNS and LNC are 1.79， -2.51 and -1.99 respec-

tively， larger than the critical values of 5% significance 

level， fail to reject the null hypotheses of series has one 

unit root， showing th巴 originalseries are not stationary. 

Whil巴 theADF values of the first order differenced 

variables (且LNP，d.LNS， and dLNS) are smaller than the 

critical values at 5% significance level， rejecting the null 

hypotheses of the test， indicating that the series of LNP， 

LNS and LNC are all 1(1) process， and cointegration 

analysis can be conduct巴dto find out if th巴reexists a 

relationship among LNP， LNS and LNC (Table 4). 

The analysis follows the two-step Engle and Granger 

procedure (Engle and Granger， 1987)， and the cointegra-

tion model is specified as a function of rice price， rice 

production costs and subsidies. The estimated results are 

shown as below with the t-values in parentheses， 

LNP② 1.834 0.542LNC 0.041LNS 
(1.949) (1.758) (2.605) 

R' =0.87 D防'=1.81 LM(I) = 0.90 

The subsidy variable is significant at 5% level with a 

coefficient of 0.041， indicating subsidies show positive 

impact on rice price， which coincides with our expectation 

Variable 
Type ADF 5% Critica1 

Result 
(CTK) Statistic Value 

(0，0，0) -2.21 -2.01 stationむ y

Note: C， T and K indicate intercept， trend， and lagged length， 

respectively. 

Table 6圃 Grangercausality test for rice price 
production costs and subsidies 

Null Lag I主~value Prob. 

S does not Granger Cause C 7.34 0.054 

Cdo巴snot Grang巴rCause S 0.12 0.742 

S does not Grang巴rCause P 17.79 0.014 

P does not Granger Cause S 0.11 0.761 

Note: C， S， P indicates production costs， subsidies and rice 
price， respectively. 

as analyzed earlier. LM (1) represents the probability of 

Lagrange Multiplier Test for first-order autocorr巴lation，

accepting the null hypothesis of the test and implying no 

serial correlation exists in the residuals. Hence， the 

lagged variables are not necessary to be incorporated in 

the model. 1n terms of the results of Unit Root Test for 

residual (Table 5)， ADF value is smaller than the critical 

value at the 5% level， which means the residual is a 

stationary series， suggesting that the cointergrating 

regression above is not spurious and there exists a 

cointegrating relationship among rice price， agricultural 

subsidies， and rice production costs. 

Coint巴grationimplies the existence of causality， how-

ever， it does not show th巴 directionof the causality. 

Therefore， a Granger Causality test is employed to con-

firm the direction of th巴 causality.According to the test 

results， the null hypothesis that subsidies do not granger 

cause rice price to change is strongly rejected at 5% 

significance lev巴1.For small samples， for example less 

than 20， if Granger Causality test makes a judgment that 

there exists causality between two variables， then the 

judgment is correct with a probability of mor巴 than90% 

(Zhou and Li， 2004)， so we can accept this test result， 

indicating that subsidies is a factor contributing to 

changes in rice price. This supports our argument of agri-

cultural subsidi巴strigger grain prices in section 2 and also 

is consistent with the realities in recent years in China. 

(175) 

The analyses above tell us agricultural subsidies posi 

tJv巴lyinf!uence rice price and the elasticity of rice price to 
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subsidies in the long run is 0.041. But for the short run， an 

error correction model needs to be built， including an 

error term one year lagged to modify the cointegrating 

model so as to measure the impact of subsidies on rice 

price. The error correction model is expressed as below， 

!JLNp' = 0.508!JLNC， + O. 059!JLNS， -0.915e'_1 
(1.992) (4.040) ( -2.267) 

R' = 0.80 LM(l) = 0.05 

T-value in the parenth巴sesimplies the coefficient of 

LNS is significantly different from zero， suggesting that 

the subsidy adjustments have significant impacts on rice 

prices. The magnitude of the coefficient of LNS indicates 

that a 10% increase in agricultural subsidies leads to a 

0.599もincreasein rice price， namely， the elasticity of rice 

price to subsidies in the short run is 0.059. The sign of 

error correction term is negative as expected of reverse 

adjustment and is statistically significant， its coefficient 

r巴presentsthe speed of a吋ustmenttoward the long-run 

equilibrium， and is estimated as a value of 0.915， implying 

that price adjustment towards the long run equilibrium 

levels is at a relatively fast rate， with about 91.5% of the 

adjustment occurring within the first year. 

4. Conclusions 

In this paper， we discussed the relationship between 

agricultural subsidies and rice pric巴sand examined the 

impacts of the agricultural subsidies on ric巴 priceusing 

cointegration techniqu巴sand error correction model. A 

relationship between rice price and agricultural subsidies 

has been observed. From the results， the parameter of 

subsidy variable is positive and statistically significant， 
implying that agricultural subsidies contribute to the 

increase in rice price in recent years in China. Statistically， 

in the long run， if the agricultural subsidies increase by 

10%， rice price increase by 0.41%. In the short run， a 10% 

increase in agricultural subsidies results in a 0.59% 

increase in rice price. The rice price adjusts towards to 

the long run equilibrium levels at a rapid speed. 

The Chinese government provides a large amount of 

subsidies for agricultural development. Those subsidies 

show positive impact， rather than negative impact on rice 

price in recent years， although the impact is relatively 

small with respect to the sharp increase in the amount of 

subsidies. 
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